Announcements about the final exam

Location: The final will be in Boelter 5249 and not in our usual classroom. This is different from the midterm room.

Time: Monday, March 18, 11:30-2:30, as listed in the Schedule of Classes.

Conditions: Closed book; calculators optional; bring a ruler if you wish. Follow seating instructions if given.

Coverage: All lectures; all homework; all handouts, but not including subtopics never mentioned in homework or lecture. You are responsible both for problems handed in and the problems assigned but not to hand in.

Style: Like the sample final, with 120 points. No bluebooks needed.

Reading from text: None officially, but you can use it as additional study material.

Work handed in: Please check My UCLA to verify that you have received credit for the homework and labs that you handed in, especially if you handed in a lab later than I might have expected.

Review: Friday March 15 in class.

Office hours this week: Monday 2:30-3:00; Thursday 2:30-3:30 as usual; Friday 2:00-3:00; not Wednesday.